
Kingdoms in Ele’Thias

The Caliphate of Oshir
Capital: Al’ Baresh
Cities: Sil’ Dominica, Emerald Coast, Duergar Depths, Merogar, Ongar’s Wall
Towns: Jungle Fever, Crossroads, Bitter Spring, Magic Retreat
Government: Militocracy ruled by the Sultan of Oshir who oversees the Caliphate with his 
generals (Arms of Oshir), governors (Minds of Oshir), and spies (Eyes of Oshir).
Economy: Slavery, Mercantilism 
Temperament: Warlike
Unique: Extreme hatred and suspicion of all things magical.

The Commonwealth of Alenar
Capital: Sil’ Taurno
Cities: Sil’ Jakkar, Sil’ Auoto, Sil’ Xorno, Sil’ Olrae, Sil’ Confrey, Fraline’s Keep
Towns: Autumn’s Watch, Lyssa’s Hamlet, Rael, Raven’s Prey
Government: Theocracy ruled by the Exalted Sage and the High College of Discipline, though 
there is also a civil government that is overseen by the appointed Servant of Discipline, local 
vicars, and various envoys from the High College known as the “Ascending Guardians”.
Economy: Communism
Temperament: Cautious
Unique: Incredibly religious and intolerant; fanaticism and zealotry against apostates and 
heretics is encouraged.  

The Dominion of Gorgath
Capital: Gorgath
Cities: Mire’s Reach, Buccaneer’s Booty, Sil’ Andronicus
Towns: Cypress Point, Reginald’s Dilemma (Disputed), Brigand’s Bayou, Jackson’s Reef, Nergo, 
Ice Bay
Government: Feudal States are ruled by various baronies throughout the Dominion. In times of 
war, one of the Baron is the declared to be the “Serpent’s Head” who leads the baronies into 
battle. However, these barons rule with the consent of the “Swamp Boss” who is the infamous 
head of the Ele’Thias Crime Syndicate. 
Economy: Mercantilism
Temperament: Cautious
Unique: Known to be a seedy place, the Dominion is the home of the Ele’Thias Crime Syndicate, 
notorious for its illegal smuggling operations throughout the continent.       

The Empire of Kenu
Capital: Gateway on the Sea
Cities: Hermal, Sil’ Grituc, Cyclone’s Respite, Sil’ Saemus, Bitter Gale, Krogort, Sil’ Plubere
Towns: Versi, Femoa, Swan Lake, Jasper Cove, Elm’s Deep
Government: Gerontocracy ruled by The Sea Emperor and the Elders of the Ancient Paths. When
a Sea Emperor dies, the next Elder in line replaces him or her. There is a “Voice of the Emperor” 
who, with a council, oversees each city of the Empire.
Economy: Mercantilism
Temperament: Cordial
Unique: Kenu is known for its vast libraries of ancient wisdom and texts. It is one of the few 
places in Ele’Thias where tradition, age, and time-tested wisdom are more highly prized.



The Free Republic of the Marshes
Capital: Valley Marsh
Cities: Mithril Hills, Sil’ Colai, Sil’ Ursuas, Sil’ Breli
Towns: Severin’s Hook, Seaside, Grateful Bog, Sunken Soldier, Reginald’s Dilemma (Disputed), 
Fisherman’s Wharf, Crystal Glacier, Forgotten Grove
Government: Democratic Republic ruled by the Grand Chancellor, the People’s Senate, and the 
Freedom Judiciary. Local rule is a microcosm of the national government with each city being 
ruled by a Town Master, Local Assembly, and a Justice.
Economy: Socialism
Temperament: Diplomatic
Unique: Newly freed from Gorgath under a treaty of their failed war with Crestmore, the Free 
Republic of the Marshes has been in constant conflict with their old sovereigns. The FRM is also 
the first true elected government in all of Ele’Thias.

The Griffon States
Capital: Griffon’s Perch
Cities: Prosperity, Sil’ Visul, Sil’ Drakus, Port Blessing, Salamander Moors
Towns: Appleblossom, Pleasant View, Riverbend, Rocky Harbor, Opportunity’s Gate
Government: The Griffon States were once ruled by the Council of Regents, who conferred the 
title of Grand Protector to whomever they deemed worth of it. While only those of noble birth 
could be on the Council, anyone could be chosen to be Grand Protector.
Economy: Socialism, Mercantilism, Capitalism 
Temperament: Diplomatic
Unique: The Griffon States were covered in ash and fire when Mt. Solemnity erupted, killing or 
mutilating most of the populace; few made it out alive. There was also some sort of cloud of 
dark magic that seemed to heading east, when it was stopped by the mages of the Suzerainty 
sealing it off. 

The Kingdom of Crestmore
Capital: Monarch’s Seat
Cities: Sil’ Laerno, Monarch’s Shadow, Lakeshore, Monarch’s Sight, Jadaron, Manna
Towns: Bird’s Beak, South Meadows, Richard’s Folly, Recluse Abbey, Brighton Arbor, High Forest
Government: Monarch rules by the Sun King and is supported by the Seven Houses of 
Crestmore. Each city is overseen by a Duke and each town by a Count. Monarch’s Seat is 
overseen by the Crowned Prince.
Economy: Mercantilism, Capitalism
Temperament: Cordial
Unique: The Kingdom of Crestmore is known for its quality knights and raucous nobility; it is 
also the new home of the Tri-Bond Alliance when it fled the Griffon States.

The Miner’s Consortium
Capital: North Pass
Cities: Ironcru, Logarth’s Diamond,Wragnar’s Summit
Towns: Traveler’s Rest, Diedrich’s End, Pine Shores, Bandit’s Hideaway
Government: A Meritocracy controlled by the Executive Overseer and their Collective of 
Producers. Anyone who works their way through the system can achieve wealth and power, 
but at great personal cost. Each locality is under a “Watcher” and their foremen who ensures 
that the workers are meeting the Consortium’s production requirements. 
Economy: Capitalism
Temperament: Indifferent
Unique: The Consortium is the source of a lot the raw materials that fuel the various militaries 
of Ele’Thias. It is also the only land route from Southern to Northern Ele’Thias in the east and 
takes advantage of it in tariffs and tolls.



The Nation of Bliss
Capital: Paradise
Cities: Sapphire Cliffs, Ruby Shoals, Sandbar, Sil’ Pabloz
Towns: Volcano’s Gaze, Penelope’s Orchard, Mountain Solitude, Panther’s Mouth
Government: Ruled by various Sheiks who encompass the islands of the Inland Sea, The Nation 
of Bliss is considered to be a place of comfort and relaxation for the rich and the nobility. This 
hospitality is overseen in each location by a Great Troubadour who all answer to the Master of 
Ceremonies, whose identity is not even known to the Sheiks who loosely rule Bliss. 
Economy: Slavery, Capitalism 
Temperament: Indifferent
Unique: Incredibly beautiful and a desirous vacation spot, Bliss has been able to exist without 
much conflict, so it has amassed a great amount of wealth. Its labor is also provided by 
prisoners, traitors, and other ilk passed on by other kingdoms; life is brutal and short for           

                                                                                                        a slave in the Nation of Bliss.

The Northern Confederacy
Capital: Frostwatch
Cities: Sil’ Frestos, Gregermish, Harold’s Valor, Warrior’s Edge, Rigmor, Dragon’s Nest, Sil’ 
Milkes
Towns: Frozen Falls, Snow Drift, Hearth’s Demise, Chilling Bull, Raider’s Camp, Dwaine’s 
Hope, 
Government: Ruled by a Clan-Meet that appoints the greatest warrior in each location to be 
that location’s representative. When in war, the Clan-Meet choose a “War Chief” to lead the 
Confederacy in battle. Each city and town however, are governed autonomously without direct
authority from the Clan-Meet.
Economy: Mercantilism
Temperament: Cautious
Unique: The Confederacy would be incredibly powerful were it for its Clan-Meet’s limitations 
in forcing each locale to do as it wishes. Known for its fierce, hardy warriors; it may be a good 

                                                                                                        thing they have no central leader unless in emergencies.

The Suzerainty of the Arcane
Capital: City of Mirages
Cities: Wizard’s Triumph, Rune, Sil’ Zaroni
Towns: Druid’s Solace, Sorcerer’s Ambition, Warlock’s Vengeance
Government: Magocracy controlled by the Circle of Arcane Dominance, which has a 
representative from each school of magic, overseen by the “Omnipotent One” who is said to be 
master of all things arcane. Mundane matters of government are handled by “Viziers” who 
administrate each location. 
Economy: Capitalism, Slavery
Temperament: Cautious
Unique: Formed after the War of Magic’s Failure, the Suzerainty is a sanctuary for all magic-
users and is sewer for all those known as “inepts” who cannot use magic. Magic users have 
rights and privileges that “inepts” do not, and “inepts” must be accompanied by a magic user at
all times while in the Suzerainty or risk being enslaved.



Religion and Morality in Ele’Thias
Religion in Ele’Thias is as complicated as it is in our world. There are devout followers of many different faiths, and there are those who have 
no faith at all or who lost faith along the way. While most of the populace is “somewhat religious,” religious devotion and morality is revealed
more in what one does rather than just what one professes to believe.
Here are a few of the faiths that call Ele’Thias home:

The Church of the Ageless One
The oldest monotheistic religion in Ele’thias, the faith of the Ageless One is based on the belief that there in one God who created all things, 
even the gods of the Ele’thian Pantheon. Depending on the branch of theology; some believe the Ageless One to still be quite active in the 
affairs of Ele’thias, while another branch believes he has moved on and left the world to fend for itself. The Orthodox version of Ageless One 
worship centers in Monarch’s Seat and is presided over by the High Patriach and the Lower Patriarchs of each region of Ele’thias.

Way of the Ascendant One
A cultic, heretical branch of the Church of the Ageless One, members actually believe that a prophet, burned alive by the Griffon States inside
Mt. Solemnity, is actually a physical incarnation of the Ageless One and that he rematerialized after his execution. The cornerstone of this 
prophet’s message was confronting corruption in the Church, caring for the poor and marginalized, and warning of the impending end of 
the Griffon States. He also claimed to be in direct contact with the Ageless One, and some say even claimed in a veiled way to be the Ageless 
One. Needless to say, this has not gone over well with the Church which considers him a criminal and seditionist. 

The Ele’thian Pantheon
The Ele’thian Pantheon will use the Dawn War Pantheon (also used on Critical Role).
The oldest of the polytheistic religions, the Ele’thain Pantheon has a myriad of gods to commemorate different aspects of creation. While the 
priests argue that the gods are central to the upkeep and order of creation, they recently had to reckon with the death of one of the gods 
killed by the Academy of Skeptics. Typically quiet and devout, those who still worship the Pantheon do so with a bit of worry and doubt.

Creed of Oshira
The Creed of Oshira was first heard when the prophetess Oshira responded to the desertification of the central part of Northern Ele’thias. 
Oshira blamed the disaster on the corruption of the Church of the Ageless One, and instead offered to purify and simplify the worship of the 
Ageless One, mediated through the Creed. The Creed simply states, “Our Lord, the Ageless One, wishes to be worshiped in simplicity and 
truth; we turn our eyes from the vanity and complexity that has mocked his name; we turn toward the truth and simplicity given to us by the
prophetess Oshira, praying he will restore our land and our fortunes.” Those who follow the Creed believe that one day the Ageless One will 
reverse the curse on the Wastes of Reflection, and vindicate the truths of the Creed. The Creed is administered by constant reincarnations of 
Oshira, who while they have their own names, act in her stead, guiding the people to worship the Ageless One in simplicity and truth. Sadly, 
the Creed has even been corrupted by those in Oshir who use it for power, control, and wealth. The prophetess lives in the palace of the 
Sultan of Oshir in Al’Baresh.

Virtue of Discipline
Perhaps the strangest of the religions of Ele’thias, the Virtue of Discipline was begun by elven sage who had visions of enlightenment. These 
visions were written down, her writing became what is the Virtue of Discipline, which follows the book of Veilda, which is transcribed 
completely in Elven. Originally offered as a non-theistic means of finding meaning and purpose, it soon began to become militant. It was not 
long before followers of Discipline gained power, and forbid the teaching of other faiths and views to the people of Alenar (though foreigners
were allowed to continue their beliefs in private and out of sight). The five tenets of the Virtue of Discipline are now theocratic law in Alenar: 
1) All the sages of discipline who hold true to virtue demand respect,                                                                                                                        
2) All sages who stray must be returned or burned,                                                                                                                                                       
3) All those of Alenar have a responsibility to work and care for one another,                                                                                                          
4) Wanting or desiring more than you are given warrants exile,                                                                                                                                  
5) stealing in any form, for any reason will result in death.                                                                                                                                       
The Virtue of Discipline teaches that materialism and the desire for what is provided is evil and worthy of eradication. Only those who 
administer the Virtue and its ways can be trusted with the wealth and provisions in Alenar. The Grand Sage has the ultimate say, but even 
they are watched over by an ever-scheming College of Sages who would like nothing more to catch the Grand Sage erring from Discipline.

https://stone-3.obsidianportal.com/wiki_pages/the-dawn-war-pantheon


Echoes of the Depths/Voices of the Fallen
These two belief systems center around the Dwarven veneration of ancestors and is more of a respect for those who have come before than a 
worship of ancestors. The Echoes are a tome that records the greatest sayings, wisdom, and other ideas of those venerated by Dwarven kind. 
Very rarely will those who follow the Echoes, stray from the wisdom that is contained; to do so is considered rash and can result in shunning 
by your Dwarven clan. Some humans observed this belief and took it back with them to what is now Kenu, where they changed veneration 
into the actual worship of ancestral spirits and receiving advice, strategy, and prophecy from such spirits. While still common with the 
reclusive kingdom of Kenu, enough outside exposure has caused some to doubt the validity of the practice. 

Balance of the Six Elements
The Balance and those who guard it, originated during the Second Race War when the Dwarves mined too deep and were destroying large 
portions of Ele’thias in their greed. Mostly Elven (though other minor races were present) druids came together to entreat the power of the 
Six Elemental Planes: Fire, Water, Air, Earth, Shadowfell, and Feywilds. The result was an army of Elves that commanded elements who nearly 
succeeded in taking Ostheim. However, they were surrounded outside the gates and several followers snuck quickly away. Followers of the 
Balance are very mindful of nature and will not hesitate to either diplomatically or physically confront imbalances they find.

The Submission
This cult has rumored to have originated in the shady, isolated town of Forgotten Grove in the Eastern King’s Mountains. Not much is known 
about their origins, but their beliefs concerning the former masters of Ele’thias, the ithilids known as the Enslavers. The members of this cult 
worship these horrible beings and have been making suggestions that they are trying to find a way to bring them back to Ele’thias. All faiths 
have condemned this cult as dangerous, potentially apocalyptic nonsense.

The Academy of Skeptics
Not all of the residents of Ele’thias are religious, though the vast majority are. When the Lyceum was founded in the City of Mirages to study 
the different lore and archaeological finds from the Forgotten Empire, many began to come to the conclusion that gods were a figment of 
mythological, perhaps dangerous nonsense. While not all atheists/agnostics are antagonistic to faith, the scholars of the Academy of Skeptics 
are so convinced religion is the root of all suffering and evil that they actually managed to infiltrate Mt. Celestia and kill one of the minor 
gods. They brought the god back to be put on display in front of the Lyceum. The Ele’thian Pantheon priests have called it a hoax, though the 
other theistic faiths have secretly approved of the action as proof the gods are not divine. While the Academy has threatened to expose the 
Ageless One in a similar fashion, even they admit that the task currently way beyond their ability to carry out.

Other Faiths
There are many different tribal beliefs throughout Ele’thias. There are minor faiths that may be followed by some of the minor races. These 
plurality of beliefs can sometimes be very difficult to understand unless one is part of that particular faith. 

Morality in Ele’thias determined by your actions rather than your profession. For instance, you may claim to be a “lawful good” cleric, but if 
you are stealing from the temple offering plate, you are something else (depending on your character’s motivation). In the world of Ele’thias, 
good and bad actions have consequences. Overtly evil characters will suffer a lot more greatly than good or neutral characters due to the 
nature of the world. You can play such a character, but you will need to do so in a way that limits the consequences that will tend to be more 
severe for you in your alignment.
Your alignment is not static; it will change as you make choices for good or ill. 



Factions in Ele’Thias
Circle of Belevolent Magi

Founded after the War of Magic’s Retreat, the Circle of Benevolent Magi became the only sanctioned way that one could experiment with 
arcane magic. The Circle is dedicated to showing that the use of the arcane is neither innately dangerous, nor is it against the divine faiths of 
Ele’thias. They will often tout that their founders helped defeat the magical overlord Jacquers Resa when he attempted to start a reign of 
magic tyranny over all of Ele’thias.
While its headquarters in the Crestmorean city of Sil’ Laerno, guild halls can be found in every major city of Ele’thias, with the exceptions of 
those in the Suzerainty and the Caliphate.

Veterans of Glorious Carnage
The oldest faction in Ele’thias, the Veterans of Glorious Carnage were founded after the First Race War to encourage comradery among the 
races and to give now out-of-work soldiers something to do. Known for their valor and courage, the Veterans will take on just about any 
undertaking in Ele’thias worthy of their talents. Just never make the mistake of calling them a mercenary band; these warriors work for far 
more than coin. 
Though their lodges can be found throughout Northern Ele’thias, the faction trains and recruits in the cold barrens of Hearth’s Demise.

The Silent Daggers
The Silent Daggers were originally formed for one purpose: eliminate important individuals in the Enslaver hierarchy in order to cause chaos
and maybe even weaken the occupiers. Though they never were able to start a rebellion, the Silent Daggers were known for their quiet 
brutality; often killing their ithilid victims in rather grotesque and imaginative ways. Always an art form for these assassins; these are not just 
killers, they are movers, shakers, and they want to define the future of Ele’thias in the paint on the blood their blades. 
No one knows precisely where the Daggers are located, though it is rumored that they may be somewhere in the Swamps of Entropy or the 
Eastern Wetlands.

The Ele'Thian Crime Syndicate
The scum of scum, necessary for an underground market during the Enslaver occupation, but became too entrenched to shut down after.   
Led by the Swamp Boss, it is no secret that the Syndicate operates out of Gorgath; but the location of the leadership is never in one spot for too
long. The Swamp Boss is a mysterious figure, known only to the barons of Gorgath and even then they are sworn to secrecy on pain of death. 
The Syndicate has “way-stops” throughout Ele’thias and is one the most well connected networks in the world, smuggling goods, weapons, 
magical items, and other things underground.

The Headshot Marksmen
Founded during the Third Race War by the Elven terrorist Elelror, the Headshot Marksmen are experts with a bow and arrow, as well as 
wilderness travel and survival. Though no longer a terrorist organization, many nations still hire scouts and marksmen from the Marksmen 
on difficult espionage and infiltration missions. 
The Marksmen do not have an urban headquarters, preferring to lead clients to their secret location in the Wilds of Zeal.

Guardians of the Elements
These followers of the Balance are the protectors of nature and the balance of the six elemental realms of Ele’thias. To become one the 
Guardians, you must pass a test in each of the six elemental planes, accessible only the by the Guardians themselves. Completing the trial will 
make one a full-fledged Guardian and give you special powers in relation to protecting the Balance of the Six Elements. 
The location of the Guardians is inconclusive, though some believe they can be found somewhere near the Western King’s Mountains in the 
Forest of Enlightenment.

Seekers of Lore
The Seekers of Lore began not long after the exodus of the Enslavers. Awareness had arisen concerning the value of ancient ruins throughout 
Ele’thias. Though originally started as an arm of the Lyceum, the Seekers soon broke off to pursue more lucrative opportunities.          
Part archaelogists and part treasure-hunters, the Seekers are interested in anything remotely ancient and valuable, especially if it came out of 
some place where well protected and abandoned. 
They are located near the Lyceum in the City of Mirages.



Lyceum of Discovery
After the exodus of the Enslavers, there was a lot of research that they had left behind. The Lyceum of Discovery was formed to study this 
research, Enslaver artifacts, and to delve into the new exciting possibilities opened by the use of the arcane. The Lyceum is the home of free-
thinkers, scientists, and other individuals who devoted themselves to a more empirical and accurate understanding of Ele’thias. 
The Lyceum is located in the City of Mirages, though it has laboratories throughout Ele’thias.

Guild of International Commerce
With the rise of modern nation-states in the Third Era of civilization, it became necessary to normalize currency and trade agreements 
between nations. The Guild of International Commerce was established to ensure trade was equitable and made sense in every area of 
Ele’thias. Controlled by wealthy merchants and politicians seeking to increase their coffers, the Guild is known to sometimes to be as shady 
and cutthroat as the Ele’thian Crime Syndicate. 
The Guild is located in the Consortium city of North Pass in the Mountains of Separation.

The Tri-Bond Alliance
One considered the “United Nations of Ele’thias,” the Tri-Bond Alliance recently fallen into ill-repute thanks to some poor political 
maneuverings by its leaders. First proposed in the Griffon States, the Tri-Bond Alliance was created to ensure utility, unity, and understanding
amongst its member states. Several crises were avoided through the intervention of multi-national parties from the Tri-Bond Alliance.
Once headquartered in Griffon’s Perch, many members of the Alliance were lost when the Griffon States were covered with the ash from Mt. 
Solemnity. The remaining chose to take the Sun King’s invitation of relocating to Monarch’s Seat, causing a rift in the Alliance.                    
The Tri-Bond Alliance is currently Crestmore, Alenar, and the Free Republic of the Marshes.

The Pact of the East
Formed by the Caliphate of Oshir when the Tri-Bond Alliance was move to Crestmore, the Pact of the East is an alliance that will ensure the 
betterment of those in Eastern Ele’thias (minus Alenar). It is composed of Oshir, Bliss, and Gorgath. While not against the Tri-Bond Alliance, it
was clearly formed in protest to it being relocated to Crestmore. Kenu, already known for being reclusive, closed its borders. 
The Pact headquarters is in Al’ Baresh.

The Society of the Watchers
The Society of Watchers began in earnest after the execution of the prophet in the Griffon States; their purpose was simply to record events 
and reflect on them. Gathering information from various sources throughout Ele’thias, the Watchers are concerned with identifying patterns 
and preventing catastrophic circumstances from happening, though in an indirect and never confrontational way. 
The Watchers are known to randomly meet together monthly in just about any city in Ele’thias.

Order of Unyielding Light
Resa’s lich nearly undid Northern Ele’thias; it became clear quickly that an order of holy warriors was needed to keep watch over the undead.
Helmed by the un-aging Paladin, Julius Craven, the Order of Unending Light is a collection of holy individuals from various faiths 
throughout Ele’thias devoted to keeping back undead blights.
They are stationed and ever ready at the frozen city of Frostwatch.



A Brief History of Ele’thias
- Ele’thias is created (unknown origin date, of speculative origin).

- Entities known as the gods begin to have dominion over Ele’thias.

- Primitive humanoids begin to take shape on the continent (100,000+ years ago). 

- Primitive humanoids begin to form tribes.

- Primitive tribes begin to war against each other for dominance; snake-like creatures end up controlling the rest.

- The snake-like creatures conquer all of Ele’thias, begin what is known as the Forgotten Empire.

- The first humanoid sacrifices are instituted as slaves are given to appease the Forgotten Pantheon.

- Forgotten Empire experiences an unknown calamity, cannibalizes itself, and fades from history.

- Period of new humanoid species expansion and development; the three major species are Humans, Elves, and Dwarves. 

- Each new species begins to coalesce into tribal affiliations 

- Elves and Dwarves first worship the Ele’thian Pantheon (polytheistic), while Humans worship the Ageless One (monotheistic).

- The First Age of civilization begins with the Humans, Elves, and Dwarves building the first cities.

- The major races form three great empires: The Humans form the Empire of Egret in Northern Ele’thias, the Elves the Empire of Gladeil in Southern 
Ele’thias, and the Dwarves are left to control the Underdark and the mountains of Ele’thias in their kingdom of Frakvar; all other races keep to 
themselves in villages or tribes of much smaller numbers.

- An Orc War Chief by the name of Muzga Goluk began to harass settlements near the border of Egret and Gladeil; the Humans were especially 
impacted as Goluk target mostly their settlements. They called to the Elves and Dwarves for aid, but the Dwarves would not be bothered and the 
Elves refused to get involved unless provoked by Goluk.

- Humans managed to rally enough forces and slay Goluk near where modern day Rune is located. Egret was furious at the Elves and Dwarves for 
doing nothing while their villages burned.

- Dwarves forsake the Ele’thian Pantheon and embrace a religion of ancestor veneration known as the Echoes of the Depths; a Human/Elven off-
branch of similar nature is formed called the Voices of the Fallen

- Egret Sovereign Arryn Ferray breeds anti-Elven and anti-Dwarven hatred in Egret, marches the armies against the woodland villages of Gladeil. 

- Elves are forced to resist the invaders, though they are unprepared for the onslaught. Human forces begin pressing toward the ancient Elven capital
of Laornes near modern day Sil’ Laorno.

- Dwarves of Frakvar are neutral at first, but decide that the threat of Ferray’s armies are too much to ignore. Dwarven army streams out of Fravak to
save the Elven capital of Laornes.

- The Siege of Laornes lasts several months, and Egret’s forces seem to be faltering, when news of internal conflict among Dwarven clans forces them
to withdraw back to their capital of Oustheim. When Dwarves leave, Laornes falls within days. Ferray dies in battle, but his son, Andew continues 
the conquest.

- The Elves surrender Gladeil a year later, and Egret forces the residents into controlled work camps; takes the strongest and most intelligent Elves to 
the Egret capital of Virctos, near what is today the City of Mirages. Once Gladiel falls, Andew Ferray marches his armies toward the Dwarven 
tunnels that lead to Oustheim.



- The Dwarves of Frakvar had been embroiled in a bitter internal civil war between three factions vying to be Lord of the Deep. The Dwarven Chief, 
Bori Kunain won the struggle just quickly enough to watch Ferray’s armies march on Oustheim. The city, badly broken by the war, fell within days.
 

- Veterans of this first “Race War” came together under an odd banner that became known as the “Veterans of Glorious Carnage,” open to all capable 
soldiers and warriors of the First Race War.

- Sovereign Ferray eventually dies, but his successors are no better; spreading hatred and racial supremacy over the subjugated people of Ele’thias. 
These races would languish under their Human masters for many years to come.

- A natural climate disaster transforms the once well-watered lands of central Egret into desert. As a result a group of believers hear the creed of a 
woman prophetess named Ashira, decry the Ele’thian Pantheon and worship of the Ageless One as corrupt and dangerous. They blame the disaster 
on the corruption of the two religions. 

- The change in climate is brings harsh drop in the Human population due to starvation; and scandal over the current Ferray Sovereign having an 
Elven mistress, other races see an opportunity to free themselves. Led by a secret Elven-Dwarven alliance, they manage to throw off the rule of the 
last Ferray Sovereign. 

- Civil war breaks apart Egret, ending the Ferray dynasty. The Human kingdom of Egret is divided in three between Geros, Egret, and Numar. Elves 
rebuild their civilization but decide against the dangers of cities; keeping to the forests, jungles, and marshes. The Dwarves rebuild Ostheim and re-
establish Frakvar underneath Ele’thias.

- After a period of relative peace, the Dwarves of Frakvar delve so deep into Ele’thias that they begin to unleash some sort of substance that begins 
causing various places in Ele’thias to be struck with some sort of blight. The Elves begin noticing the problem and send emissaries to Ostheim to ask
for them to cease, banking on their old alliances. The Dwarves ignore the Elven emissaries and refuse to stop mining, even digging deeper in open 
defiance

- A group of Elves come together to form the Guardians of the Elements, who practice the Balance of the Six Elements: Water, Earth, Fire, Air, Light, 
Darkness. These select a young Elven woman by the name of Ebriariel Galye to lead them.

- Galye gather the scattered Elven tribes in urgency and begins attacking Dwarven foundries under Ele’thias. Dwarves angrily retaliate starting the 
“Second Race War”. The war drags on in a stalemate.

- Human kingdom of Egret falls into decline, Geros and Numar both see an opportunity to rebuild the Ferray legacy. The Dwarven Lord of the Deep, 
Gili Thainarv secretly promised weapons on armaments to both kingdoms of they would help him fight the Elves. Not particularly fond of Elves in 
the first place, both kingdoms accept.

- Galye and her Elves begin a serious push toward Ostheim, but just as she gets to the outskirts of the city, she is attacked on both flanks by Geros and
Numar. Unable to hold the tide of battle, she gives her druidic charge to some trusted disciples who flee back into the wild. She and many of the 
Elven tribes die in front of Ostheim. 

- Geros and Numar meet on the battlefield and begin to hack away at each other; during the conflict Thainarv seals Ostheim and watches the 
Human armies destroy each other. He only sends out troops after the battle to clean up.

- The failure of Gayle meant the Dwarves continued to pollute Ele’thias, and they did not stop until they begin to notice adverse effects on their own 
civilization. They immediately discovered the source of the contamination and fixed the issue.

- While Thainarv was never strong enough to take on the Human kingdoms of north, he did take squadrons to the surface to punish the Elven tribes: 
burning, pillaging, and killing many Elven tribes, especially ones who embraced the Balance of the Six Elements and their Guardians.

- When Thainarv died, his successor had interest in terrorizing the Elves and land enjoyed some relative peace for some time. During this time of 
peace, Egret became increasingly consumed by the Wastes of Reflection, the Creed of Oshira becoming stronger and having more converts. Two 
Holy Partriarchs arose in Geros and Numar and declared each other apostate and excommunicated each other before the Ageless One causing a 
temporary schism in the faith.

- The Elves, who had been on the bad end of two race wars, had bred a lot of radical, militant groups who were biding their moment for vengeance. 
One such Elf, who had lost his family in the Second Race War, was Mionare Elelror.



- Elelror began gathering the dispirited Elven tribes, promising retribution on the Humans who had enslaved them in First Race War and the 
Dwarves who had betrayed them in the Second. His plan was to launch quick, but deadly strikes in the heart of Human and Dwarven civilization. 
His attacks are incredibly successful, causing mass confusion and chaos. 

- Elelror’s inner circle became known as the Headshot Marksmen, for their ability to make consistent headshots against their enemies. Where the 
Elven armies of the past had failed, Elelror’s terrorism was succeeding.

- Elelror’s attacks became more and more viscious; his Elves becoming more feared than the gods. Humans and Dwarves alike we were being 
slaughtered like cattle at a butcher; as the violence grew so did Elelror’s power. The Third Race War was the war of Elven vengeance.

- A group of frightened Human refugees entered a ruin outside of what is now Sil’ Frestos in the Crystal Expanse. The frozen lands of Ele’thias were 
lightly populated at the time, and the refugees figured they would be safe. After discovering the ruin of the Forgotten Empire, they came upon a 
device that introduced them to the arcane and somehow tore a hole in planes around Ele’thias. 

- Through the hole came beings known as Ithilids, creatures who have incredible powers over the minds of other creatures. The invasion was swift, 
with the Ithilids appearing out of nowhere into the middle of crowded places throughout Ele’thias. Being unprepared and completely unprepared, 
the First Age of civilization ends with the fall of all of the humanoid empires.

- Any creatures who resisted met terrible fates. The Ithilids, now knows as the Enslavers, immediately put the population to work excavating the 
Forgotten Empire ruins. Those who did not work willingly war dominate or their brains eaten by their Enslaver masters.

- During this long, dark period of time two underground movements were started. The Ele’thian Crime Syndicate became the black market for any 
kind of organized resistance, but it was the Silent Daggers that became the beacon of faint hope for Ele’thias. Tales would reach ears often that 
some prominent Enslaver had been taken down by the Silent Daggers, giving hope during the long night. Elelror’s Headshot Marksmen also 
continued their resistance, but Elelror repented of what he had done to the other races.

- Joint slavery forms strange bonds and the Enslavers manage to unite Ele’thias in their loathing of their misery. Small, but feeble resistance 
movements would arise. Elelror was nearly captured several times, but was given some sort of enchantment to resist the psionic powers of the 
Ithilid’s minds. Yet, no amount of fighting seemed to stop the Enslavers, and it seemed that there would never be freedom in Ele’thias again. 

- Some say it is a coincidence, but on the day of Elelror’s natural death, the Enslavers vanished. It has never been explained, but the slaves woke up in
the morning to their masters having disappeared; they have yet to return.

- It is at this point that all hell breaks loose in the heavens of the devils of the Nine Hells launch and all attack on Mt. Celestia; the attack is repulsed 
but it seems to weaken certain members of the Ele’thian Pantheon. Sensing an opportunity, some of the gods attack the weaker ones causing those 
who follow the Ele’thian Pantheon become bitterly divided.

- The War of the Weakened Gods causes absolutely pandemonium in order less Ele’thias. The followers of various gods attacked followers of the 
other gods in pantheon leading to a lot of bloodshed. Followers of the Ageless One and the Creed of Oshira decry the Ele’thian Patheon as depraved 
madness; the High Patriarch and Illumined Prophetess calling for its removal for the survival of Ele’thias.

- Eventually the gods calm down and restore their original places in the Ele’thian Pantheon, but the damage has been done to their being symbols of 
worship, especially with most their followers eliminated from Ele’thias.

- As a result of the items that were uncovered in the ruins of the Forgotten Empire, the Lyceum of Discovery is found for scientific and arcane 
research. From the Lyceam a group is formed known as the Academy of Skeptics, an organization bent of overthrowing the gods of the Ele’thian 
Pantheon and debunking religion throughout Ele’thias. Thus beginning the Second Age of civilization in Ele’Thias.

-  Through study of the Forgotten Empire, many pick up use of the arcane arts; spellcasters become a frightening new reality that threaten 
undermine the safety of newly formed cities. Rulers begin to crack down on magic causing magic users to become resentful.

- The Illumined Prophetess Jaisi Arah declares that magic is an offense to the Ageless One according to the Creed; the High Patriarch warns caution 
but does not dismiss magic as godless. Magic users within ear of the Creed are sentenced to death. 

- The killing of magic users in the lands dominated by the Creed, incites a fierce response from the mages. They overthrow the Oshira in the western 
Wastes of Reflection, and begin to push non-magic users out.

- Jaquers Resa becomes the first “Omnipotent One” declaring that it is time for the non-magical “inepts” to serve their arcane masters. This action 
brings swift condemnation from all the current faiths of Ele’thias who come together to oppose the tyranny of magic.



- Also happening at this time, the Elven sage Nerduilye Findelye has a vision of an inner enlightenment and begins teaching what would become the 
Virtue of Discipline in the former Human Kingdom of Numar. Elves begin to flock to the region to hear her wisdom.

- Resa leads an army of spellcasters against the newly forming towns and villages of Ele’thias. His slaughter surpasses that Elelror as he wields 
incredible arcane power. Claiming that he will soon ascend to god-hood, he begins to subjugate the people of Ele’thias.

- The War of Magic’s Failure would have played right into the hands of Resa were it not for the divine magic and natural magic bestowed upon the 
inhabitants of Ele’thias. Though vowing not to interfere directly, the gods of Mt. Celestia and the powers of the Elemental Plains were working 
together to stop the threat.

- A group of chosen champions were given the task of taking down Resa; they succeeded because some of his spellcasters defected at last minute, 
fearful of his psychotic delusions of god-hood. These spellcasters helped the champions attack Resa while he was resting. With their leader dead, 
the magic users retreated back into what is now the Suzerainty of the Arcane.

- Arcane magic becomes incredibly regulated, magic users most learn their powers through the newly formed Circle of Benevolent Magi. However, 
in the newly formed nation of Oshir, magic is outlawed on pain of death.

-  Delving desperately into ancient ruins sparked a desire for treasure and exploration along with knowledge. The Seekers of Lore is established to 
get to the bottom of these ruins of mystery and bring out the wonders and dangers within.

- The Second Age of civilization ends with the triumph of nation-states rather than spellcasters. The Third Age of civilization is the beginning of the 
modern era in Ele’thias.

- Many nation-states were founded one after the other and as a result the Guild of International Commerce is formed to regulate trade and currency 
amongst the nations of Ele’thias.

- A group of powerful nobles and politicians from each nation forms a not-so-secret society called the Players; who seem to have a keen interest in 
controlling international affairs.

- The mages of the Suzerainty of the Arcane once again rise up under the leadership of Omnipotent Arbets Rauda, who leads an invasion against the 
Caliphate of Oshir, pushing them back into the Jungles of Desperation and seizing most of the Wastes of Reflection. Thus, it is called the War of 
Desert Occupation.

- Sultan Adajath Bodhara sends emissaries to the clans of the Northern Confederacy asking for aid, the Confederacy agrees to help, but only if Oshir 
does not invade the Suzerainty. Bodhara reluctantly agrees, and the coalition of armies manage to defeat Rauda’s armies at the Battle of Magic’s 
Retreat. Rauda survives, but is supplanted by another mage of the Circle of Arcane Dominance not too long after he returns.

- The Virtue of Discipline grows intolerant of other faiths inside what is now Alenar. In the First Inquisition it seizes control of the populace, forcing 
the Virtue of Discipline on all of its citizens. Those who refused are burned alive.

- The Illumined Prophetess Suja Jali receives a vision to bring the Creed to the peoples of the Isles of Bliss. Immediately teachers are dispatched to the 
islands. Conversion of the Sheiks is quick and total. Sheiks order those of isles to convert on pain of death, though they are not encouraged to so by 
the Oshira teachers.

- When the High Patriarch Tinbrim Gerow, the only Halfling High Patriarch, hears of the Sheiks’ actions, he is enraged against the Oshira. Calls for a
holy crusade to avenge the deaths of those who peacefully followed the Ageless One.

- Bound to the faith of the Ageless One, both the Griffon States and Crestmore lead their armies against Oshir and Bliss, resulting in the epic poem 
“Red Desert” that sees the Wastes “hued and slick with angry blood”. The two faiths trade blows for two decades.

- After over twenty years of bloodshed, the two faiths come to a truce at the Crossroads oasis. They agree that despite national loyalties the faith of 
Ageless One and that of the Oshira will tolerate each other’s believers and will never again launch a purely religious war against one another, in 
treaty known as the Concorde of Tolerance.

- While their armies are gone, Crestmore is attacked by the neighboring kingdom of Gorgath, who seizes Monarch’s Seat and captures the cities on 
the Lake of the Four Cities. The Sun King, Giles Windsav, barely escapes and rules in exile from the city of Sil’ Laerno in the Western Woods.

- News Crestmore’s demise riles up the world as Kenu and the Griffon States join to fight Gorgath, while Oshir and Bliss join the war on Gorgath’s 
side. The War of the South’s Suffering brought great carnage to lands of Crestmore and Gorgath.



- The Second Alenar inquisition targets heretical groups that go against the exact teachings of the Virtue of Discipline. All heretics are asked to 
recant or are burned alive.

- The War of the South’s Suffering drags on at a near stalemate until a Dwarven general by the name of Bari Thratelch manages to sneak soldiers 
behind the lines in Gorgath. What he finds is that the populace does not like the oppression of the barony and is willing to cause problems for the 
Dominion if they are granted their freedom when the fighting is over. Thratelch agrees, something that will later cost him his life on the Sun Dial 
of Monarch’s Seat.

- Rebels join the war on the side of Crestmore, begin to beat back Gorgath through what is now the Marshes of Freedom, and after some costly battles
in the marshes, Thratelch secures the surrender of the Dominion and makes the terms of peace the complete freedom of the people of Marshes. 
Gorgath is not happy with the results, but has no choice but to agree. King Windsav however, is furious and demands that Thratelch be brought 
back to Monarch’s Seat in chains. For making a deal in the Sun King’s name without his approval, Thratelch was declared a usurper and sentenced 
to death by roasting on the Sun Dial of Monarch’s Seat…a particularly horrible, agonizing way to die.

- Though Windsav would have liked to have acquired the territory if the marshes for Crestmore, he saw a benefit to creating a buffer nation between
him and Gorgath. What he could not predict however, is that the people of the Marshes would band together and form the first democratic 
republic in Ele’thias known as the Free Republic of the Marshes. Other nations were compensated for their trouble at Gorgath’s expense.

- The Third Alenar inquisition results in some of the College of Sages being tried as apostates and burned alive by the current mentally unstable Arch
Sage Penlinel Ropheli.

- Skirmishes erupt between the FRM and Gorgath as the two powers content over disputed marsh lands; both nations claim Reginald’s Dilemma and 
hold a garrison in the town.

- The recent wars sparks interest an international organization that pursues solutions in Ele’thias through a more diplomatic method. The Grand 
Protector of the Griffon States, Madame Gardise Megarda, urges the Council of Regents to convene a summit in Griffon’s Perch. The result is the 
Tri-Bond Alliance, which sought to unify the world of Ele’thias through unity, understanding, and utility.

- The charter nations of the Tri-Bond Alliance were the Griffon States, Oshir, Kenu, Free Republic of the Marshes, Crestmore, and Alenar. Gorgath, 
Bliss, the Confederacy, and the Suzerainty were uninterested.

- An off-shoot cult of Ageless One worshipers starts the Way of the Ascendant One, when they claim that their prophet, executed by incineration in 
Mt. Solemnity for speaking against the Church of the Ageless One, the High Patriarch, and the Griffon States, has miraculous re-materialized alive 
within the Griffon States. There was a lot of controversy about him, but one thing that he did say was that calamity was about to befall the haughty,
prosperous Griffon States.

- The Society of the Watchers is formed to record and report unusual or catastrophic events throughout Ele’thias.

- Jaquers Resa returns as a lich and terrorizes the Suzerainty killing the entire Council of Arcane Dominance; only Omnipotent Ersent Fele escapes to
seek aid from the Tri-Bond Council. The Suzerainty’s citizens are made to serve Resa or are turned into an army of undead.

- The Tri-Bond Alliance sends a party of eight representing several nations to deal with Resa and his undead hordes. The battle was fierce, but with 
the help of Ersent and a surprise group of Eyes of Oshir, the party managed to defeat Resa in battle nearly destroyed the City of Mirages. Half of the 
party died in the battle.

- The surviving party members return to Griffon’s Perch as heroes. Celebrations are thrown all over the Griffon States. Resa’s body is burned in a 
public display of defiance on a bonfire outside the Hall of Counselors. Ominpotent Fele is restored to the City of Mirages to begin rebuilding. Order 
of Unending Light formed under the charge of a young paladin by the name of Sir Julius Craven, to fight undead scourges wherever they rear their 
heads in Ele’thias.

- After many years of negotations, the Tri-Bold Alliance grants the Miner’s Consortium sole sovereignty and rights to control and mine the 
Mountains of Separation. Consortium promises to create one main route through the reborn Dwarven city of North Pass, and two “premium routes”
on each side of the mountain range.

- Baron Rigo Almus becomes the Serpent’s Head of Gorgath on the promise that he would take back the land taken from Gorgath after the War of the
South’s Suffering. Almus launched an all-out assault on Reginald’s Dilemma, taking the city of driving the FRM back outside the limits of Valley 
Marsh, where the Grand Chancellor and the People’s Senate are whisked away to the Dwarven city of Mithril Hills. The FRM government asks the 
Tri-bond Alliance for aid against the invasion.



- The Tri-Bond Alliance quickly dispatches another party of eight heroes who help in the siege of Valley Marsh, saving the city from Almus, and 
forcing him to retreat back to Reginald’s Dilemma.

- While Almus retreats, a party of Gorgath loyalists decides to start conflicts in near the border with Gorgath; it is feared the FRM will fall apart. The 
heroes, however, manage to get the loyalists to back down on the condition that they would have more say in the FRM government.

- With the loyalists pacified, the party sneaks into Gorgath to find the Swamp Boss, the head the Ele’thian Crime Syndicate. After learning that Almus 
is costing the Swamp Boss major business through his suddenly anti-corruption, nationalistic beliefs, the party convinces the Swamp Boss to lure 
the entrenched Almus out into the open. Almus takes the bait, and after a brief struggle Almus is killed ending the aggression against FRM.

- The victory of the heroes calls for a celebration and a second transnational summit in Griffon’s Perch. The heroes are once again honored and the 
plans for an international roadmap of governance is established. Both Gorgath and Bliss were considering joining the Tri-Bond Alliance, the 
Northern Confederacy and Consortium both leave early unconvinced. The Suzerainty is conspicuously absent.

- On the third day of the summit, disaster strikes Mt. Solemnity suddenly erupts in huge clouds of lava, ash, and molten rock. It has still not been 
explained, but somehow the ash and rock flies north rather than east, destroying and burying Griffon’s Perch and the other cities of the Griffon 
States in ash and lava.

- Claiming that a poisonous cloud of ash, dust, and death was heading to the rest of Ele’thias, newly selected Omnipotent Ambas Bertec and the 
Council of Arcane Dominance somehow magically seals of the Griffon States. All who did not escape are considered lost.

- The large number of refugees from the Griffon States are largely picked by slavers, the Consortium, or become part of some mage’s experiments. 
Very few make it to the more comfortable, free areas of Ele’thias.

- Oshir, always suspicious of the Suzerainty, and Crestmore, the new center for Ageless One worship, become unlikely allies and invade to force the 
Suzerainty to open the Griffon States.

- At the same time, the Academy of Skeptics launches an attack against Mt. Celestia and manages to kill one of the minor gods of the Ele’thian 
Pantheon. They bring the corpse back as proof that the gods are mortal and display outside of the Lyceum in the City of Mirages.

- Oshir and Crestmore jointly attack the city, but this time the Northern Confederacy moves south on the side of the Suzerainty. The battle is bloody, 
but the tribes of the Confederacy eventually push Oshir and Crestmore south with their pure ferocity. The disorganized, broken Tri-Bond Alliance 
arranges for a peace summit at Magic’s Retreat, where the matter of the Griffon States is temporarily suspended.

- In an ill-conceived power move, the Sun King Edmur Stery, invites the Tri-Bond Alliance to make its new headquarters in Crestmore, without 
consulting the other members of the Tri-Bond Alliance. A third international summit is convened in Monarch’s Seat where tensions came to a boil. 
Oshir declared it would start its own alliance, and left the summit. Kenu said it was through with dealing with the problems of Ele’thias and left the
summit, closing its borders to the outside world. Gorgath and Bliss sided with Oshir, while the FRM and Alenar, sided with Crestmore.

- Oshir calls for the first meeting of the Pact of the East, with delegations from Bliss, Gorgath, the Northern Confederacy, the Consortium, and even 
Alenar present. The Sun King Stery also calls for a fourth summit of the Tri-Bond Alliance, which is attended by Crestmore, the FRM, Alenar, 
Gorgath, and the Consortium. 

- The new Tri-Bond Alliance ends up being Crestmore, the FRM, and Alenar. Gorgath, the Consortium, the Suzerainty and Oshir all send delegations.

- The Pact of The East ends up being Oshir, Bliss, and Gorgath. With Alenar, Crestmore, the FRM, the Consortium, and the Confederacy all sending 
delegations

- The Suzerainty, the Confederacy, the Consortium, and the Empire of Kenu all remain free of alliances.

- A disturbing new cult called the “Devotees of the Masters” begin worshiping the Enslavers in Forgotten Grove, claiming that the Enslavers will 
return. Strange deeds and sights are reported happening by travelers; none who have investigated from the FRM government have returned.

- A mysterious plague breaks out in the Free Republic of the Marshes and Gorgath, forcing other nations to deny passage from any travelers until the
plague is cured. Gorgath uses the opportunity to launch an attack against the FRM, once threatening to push toward Valley Marsh.


